CEEMAN, Almaty, September 2015.
Brief history

• Founded in 1969 upon the request from 200 companies in former Yugoslavia;
• Three levels of study: undergraduate, master and PhD;
• Two pillars:
  – Information systems and technologies and
  – Management and business.
– Internships
– Expert from business in the class
– Solving real business problems in the class (multidisciplinary approach)
– Case studies competitions – best being reward
– Theory – yes, but practice, practice, practice…
– Joint research
– Possibility to create curriculum jointly
– Evolve “business” mentor for students final work
500+ contracts with companies and public sector

Strategic Partners:

- Coca Cola HBC
- Vip Mobile
- NIS
- Mercator
- Societe General bank
- DHL
- Holcim
- Olympic committee
We are doing good job, for the students and for the business since:

Third year in a row FOS has been promoted by Serbian association of Managers as the best HEI that educates managers in Serbia.